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human cognition. They are a part of everyday life common for infants and
adults alike. Without these fundamental cognitive operations there would
be no advancement in any of the aspects of human progress. One small
part, a product of these mental operations is “counterfactual reasoning”. This
ability of human beings to “undo” reality is remarkable and pervasive in
every aspect of life.

The ability to operate with the unreal by producing counterfactuals has
been a subject of many research projects. Our goal in this paper is to examine
the frequency of their appearance in the political discourse, as well as to es-
tablish what exactly their purpose is, once they are present in the political
discourse. KEYWORDS: conceptual integration, blending, counterfactual reasoning, political
discourse.1 bebbica2002@yahoo.com ; aidnimspasic@yahoo.comThis paper was submitted on August 21, 2017 and accepted for publication at the meeting of theEditorial Board held on September 19, 2017.
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INTRODUCTIONFollowing Fauconnier and Turner’s (1985) theory of mental spacesand conceptual integration network, some more light was shed onthe constitutive and governing principles of conceptual blending. Itis quite remarkable that blending has received so little attention,considering that it is a fundamental cognitive operation employedin a variety of domains such as: analogy, metaphor, grammaticalstructures, rhetoric, language and invention of counterfactuals,subject matters like politics, economics, physics etc.According to Fauconnier and Turner (2002, p. 18) “conceptualblending is an invisible, unconscious activity involved in everyaspect of human life”. In spite of the fact that many cognitive scien-tists took blends to be exotic and even marginal manifestations ofmeaning, Fauconnier and Turner proved that in fact it is a centralprocess, uniform, present at all levels of thought, from thosesimplest to the highest level scientific thoughts. It is a basic mentaloperation which is crucial for even the simplest kind of thoughts.Its characteristics are speed and invisibility. Having in mind thatthese mechanisms are formed early in life of each individual andare common for children and adults, it could be the explanation ofsuch crucial activity being scientifically neglected, especially inlinguistics. Each theory explained from the point of view of cognitivelinguistics involves some idealized cognitive model and a corre-sponding vocabulary (Lakoff, George, 1987). Idealized cognitivemodels come from four different sources: 1. Filmore’s framesemantics, 2. Lakoff and Johnson’s theory of metaphor and meton-ymy, 3. Langacker’s cognitive grammar, and 4. Fauconnier’s theoryof mental spaces. This fourth theory provides an introduction tothe process of blending, if we follow Fauconnier’s description2 thateach ICM (idealized cognitive model) structures a mental space,which is a basic constituent for every process of conceptual blend-ing. Mental spaces are conceptual in nature and they are whatcognitive model theory uses as possible worlds. Hence they areused as representations of our understanding of hypothetical andfictional situations. 2 Cited in Women, fire and dangerous things (Lakoff, 1987, p. 121).
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Conceptual integration and blending are unique to our species.Human beings are “especially skilled to integrate two differentinputs and thus create new emergent structures, all basic constitut-ing parts of conceptual integration network” (Turner andFauconnier, 2002, p. 27). The result of conceptual integration isdevelopment of new tools, technologies, and new ways of thinking,while its goal is the creation of new blends. Building an integrationnetwork, no matter how simple or extraordinary the blend is,involves the same procedure. This procedure includes setting upmental spaces (input spaces, generic space, and blended space),projecting material selectively to the blend, forming a new emer-gent structure, and running various operations in the blend itself(Turner and Fauconnier, 2002, p.44). Blends serve various purposesand functions, some of which are rather abstract, or at least theyappear so. Some fantastic and exotic 3 blends are mentioned by Turn-er and Fauconnier, but they do emphasize that both the simplestand the most complex kinds of blends are created in the same wayand behind their creation lies the same cognitive process.Clearly, blends can be fantastic or not, and when they are fantas-tic, they may be quite noticeable. But the truth is that unnoticeableblends are much more common in everyday life. On the other hand,it presents quite a challenge to find a fantastic and immediatelyapparent blend. When it comes to the connection between blendingand counterfactuals, it is crucial to add that there would be nocounterfactuals without conceptual blending. 
COUNTERFACTUALS AND BLENDINGSometimes whole integration networks are counterfactual and theresults are exotic and extraordinary counterfactual blends. But, itis also worth mentioning that counterfactuals are not an absolutecategory and that they depend on the point of view that one takes,that is, “on the space that is used as the viewpoint” (Turner &Fauconnier, 2002, p.230). Examples like “In France, Watergatewould not have harmed Nixon”, “If Clinton were the Titanic, theiceberg would sink”, and the example called “The Iron Lady and therust belt” with the hypothetical running of Margaret Thatcher for3 Terms like fantastic, exotic and extraordinary denoting different kind of blendswere used by Turner and Fauconnier (2002)
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president in the United States, are the exquisite examples of coun-terfactuals. Not only by their fantastic blending process, which ispragmatically anomalous, but also by their linguistic form. While the examples mentioned above are fantastic, there arethose which are common and almost unnoticeable. Counterfactualreasoning is an everyday event that usually goes unnoticed andunremarked, as in the cases like: “If John had come, Bill would haveleft”.4 Examples of this kind belong to unreal past conditionals andF. R. Palmer (Palmer, 2001) suggests that it is wrong to considerthem all counterfactual, although the majority of them are. Basically, counterfactuals are sentences of a type:1) “If I were you, I would quit.”In the English language a typical form of counterfactual involvestwo clauses: the antecedent clause with if, also known as the prota-sis and the consequent clause, called apodosis. Of course, they mayappear in either order. The same conventional forms are used ingrammar when it comes to formation of counterfactual blends,whether they are everyday common examples or fantastic andunreal. Counterfactuals include the so called reductio ad absurdumprinciple, or in other words, proof by contradiction. In linguistics,it refers to the proposition whose falsity we intend to prove byleading the said proposition to its internal contradiction, and thusproving the falsity of the original proposition. Counterfactual conditionals differ from indicative conditionalsby speaker’s belief in the falsity of the if-clause or protasis. A combi-nation of tenses, moods and time references is what makes thedifference between indicative and counterfactual conditionals. Bylooking at the following sentence1) If it were raining, then he would be inside. what we can notice is that the if- clause is in the past subjunctiveof the subjunctive mood, while apodosis is in the conditional mood.The speaker believes that protasis is not true – If it were raining (andit is not raining, so the protasis is not true), while the apodosis mayor may not be true, but it would certainly be true in the counterfac-tual case of if-clause being true.The usual approach when thinking of counterfactuals is settingup an alternative world, with differences from the real world which4 Example from F.R. Palmer’s Mood and modality (Palmer, 2001, p. 208).
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are specified by linguistic expression; and then looking for itsdirect consequences. For some, this may sound easy, but in fact, thecomplexity of counterfactuals lies in their logic. They are consid-ered to present a difficult problem, both logically and semantically. Turner and Fauconnier define counterfactuality as “forcedincompatibility between spaces” and they even offer a narrowerdefinition where “one space has forced incompatibility withrespect to a space we take to be actual” (Turner & Fauconnier, 2002,p. 230). Counterfactuals have a basic and enormous importance inhuman life. Experts from various disciplines researching counter-factuals and their role in various aspects of life keep pointing totheir indispensability in everyday life. In linguistics, this is noticea-ble by certain structures and lexical forms which very often evokecomparison frames, which are also known as “factuality window-ing” (Talmy, 2003, p. 291). This refers to a possibility to makecomparison between the given alternatives. The main attention isusually on only one option, but factual / counterfactual pair makesit possible for the other option to be present and act as a foil forcomparison in a form of occurrence vs. nonoccurrence of someevent. 
COUNTERFACTUALS IN POLITICAL DISCOURSEOur species has a remarkable capacity for counterfactual reason-ing. We are mentally well equipped to operate with the unreal, butnone of the mentioned would be possible without our capacity foradvanced conceptual integration. When it comes to counterfactualsand their wide usage in various domains of language and socialscience, it is very important to make clear that the formation ofcounterfactuals would be impossible without blending. They arethe product of conceptual integration. Many researchers claim thatcounterfactual reasoning is a prerequisite for any form of learningfrom history. As we have already mentioned, beside many otherroles that counterfactual reasoning plays in various scientificdomains, one that cannot be neglected is certainly the role it playsin political science and world politics.Different authors suggest many definitions for counterfactualpropositions, so it is useful to clarify that the generic form theytake is: “If it had been the case that C (or not C), it would have beenthe case that E (or not E).” (Fearon, James, 1991, p. 169 −195). On the
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other hand, Tetlock and Belkin (Tetlock & Belkin,1996, p. 4) offer aprecise philosophical definition given by Skyrms and proceed bysaying that “counterfactuals are subjunctive conditionals in whichthe antecedent is known or supposed to be known, for the purposesof the argument to be false” (Skyrms, Brian, 1991 in Tetlock andBelkin, 1996, p. 4). When political scientists and politicians use counterfactuals,they do so explicitly and very carefully. An enormous number ofpolitically consequential arguments is qualified as counterfactual.It could be said that in everyday life counterfactual propositionsare simply irresistible, especially after some bad events. The sameapplies to political discourse, where a number of reasons triggertheir production.Some of the clearest examples emphasized by many expertsabout the importance of counterfactuals in politics come from theresearch on causes of World War I. Many authors elaborate on thereasons and factors that caused the beginning of the War. Inconnection to this, James Fearon adds: “If cause X had not beenpresent, the war either would not have occurred or would havebeen much less likely to have occurred” (Fearon, 1991, p. 181).People rely on counterfactual arguments in politics and every-day life in order to grasp the significance of current events.Counterfactuals help people learn from experience and they makepossible for emotions like regret, shame, guilt, and blame to cometo the surface. Counterfactual thoughts are implicated in variouscognitive activities, from daydreams and fantasy, to deduction andprobability calculation. Also, counterfactual reasoning is inevitablein any field in which researchers want to draw cause – effectconclusions. Therefore, they are obliged to justify their claims thatcertain causes produced given effects, and they do so by producingcounterfactual examples. In those, they hypothesize about whatwould have occurred if a certain cause had taken some other direc-tion, thus making a new environment in that possible world, whichdiffers from the actual one that they are trying to explain. Counterfactuals are usually produced after bad outcomes.According to Ruth Byrne (Byrne, 2002, p. 427), they can be dividedinto upward and downward counterfactuals, each serving aparticular purpose. The results of recent research show that peopleare prone to generate more upward counterfactuals, that is abouthow a situation could have turned out better. They are generated
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after bad outcomes or goal failures, and they help people learnfrom their mistakes: 1) Had we been better prepared, peace might have been preserved.5 (FSST)Another type of counterfactuals is about how a situation could haveturned out worse, and they help people to feel better about them-selves. They are usually generated when people are in a good mood: 2) If we had not reasoned and fought and won those battles together, manypeople would have been left behind.6(FSST)Many researchers are trying to reveal the logic behind the coun-terfactual thought, but it is not easy to reach the uniform viewconcerning this rather tricky problem. There is no ideal way ofjudging the appropriateness of counterfactuals. Researchers treatthis problem differently, but it is still possible to name the basiccharacteristics of the so-called “ideal counterfactual”. According toTetlock and Belkin (1996), those attributes include clarity, logicalconsistency and cotenability, historical consistency, theoreticalconsistency, structural consistency, and projectability.As we have emphasized throughout the paper, the researchshows that counterfactuals are very common in political discourseand counterfactual reasoning is a part of everyday life. More thanhundred pages of speeches were thoroughly searched for examplesof counterfactual reasoning. Examples included here come fromthe speeches delivered by Barack Obama, Nelson Mandela, MartinLuther King, Ronald Reagan, John F. Kennedy, Eleanor Roosevelt,Princess Diana, and Ann Howard Shaw. It is quite known that asignificant number of speeches by famous presidents, politicians,and royalty are usually rich with contemplations of a kind “whatmight have been” and it makes it very appropriate for the usage ofcounterfactuals. By using them, politicians and presidents try toexplain what exactly influenced a certain course of historicalevents, justify their decisions which led to some important events,as well as what could have been done differently to change the5 The example is a sentence by US president Ronald Reagan found in the speechhe delivered about National Security in 1983 and is taken from http://www.fa-mous-speeches-and-speech-topics.info/. The abbreviation FSST will be used asa reference hereinafter for all examples used in this paper and available at thiswebsite. 6 This example comes from the speech made by Ann Richards in 1988 known as aDNC Keynote Address and is taken from http://www.famous-speeches-and-speech-topics.info/. 
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course of history, etc. Therefore, the pages to follow will containexamples of counterfactual reasoning found in the abovementioned political speeches.In his speech from March 2008 under the heading “A moreperfect union”, still at the position of a senator, Barack Obamaelaborates on his origin, political views, and reasons for runningfor presidency. Admitting that his campaign is far from perfect, hestill expresses true American values and uses this counterfactual:“If I didn’t believe with all my heart that this is what the vast majority ofAmericans want for its country, I would not be running for President”(FSST). It is quite clear that as a presidential candidate he is obligedto believe in the best possible option for the well-being of the coun-try. Therefore, the protasis is false, as well as the apodosis, since heis in the middle of a presidential campaign. Another example of counterfactual reasoning can be found in thespeech by Nelson Mandela. Trying to explain the need for new waysof struggle and fight for the rights of black people, as a part of theso called Defiance Campaign, in his speech from 1953 called “Noeasy walk to freedom” he mentions as a key goal the need to fight ona higher level with recuperation of strengths. He thereforereminds: “To have gone blindly as if nothing had happened, would havebeen suicidal and stupid” (FSST). By saying this, he points out thattheir patience was crucial and the decision to prepare and wait forthe right moment was very wise. Any other move would be fataland counterproductive to their peaceful struggle.A very interesting example of counterfactual reasoning is includ-ed in the 1968 speech of a famous rhetorician Dr. Martin LutherKing. He speaks of cruel violation of human rights of the blackpeople in 1968 in America and talks about the incident when he wasstabbed in the chest by a woman, while he was autographing hisbooks. He was rushed to hospital and the next day there was aheadline in The New York Times: “If I had merely sneezed, I would havedied” (FSST). It turned out that the tip of the blade was just a fewinches of his aorta, and in case that he had sneezed, he probablywould have died. But the truth is that he did not sneeze, and there-fore he did not die. Elaborating on how happy he was because hedid not sneeze, he mentions all the important dates in the historyof struggle for the rights of the black people and continues: “If I hadsneezed, I wouldn’t have had a chance later that year, in August, to try totell America about a dream that I had had. I’m so happy that I didn’tsneeze.”(FSST) 
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Another speech by a famous president Ronald Reagan was heldin March 1983. The topic was National security, the traditional dutyfor each president of The United States. Talking about the historywe all share, he mentions two world wars, none of them started bythe Americans, but in which they were still involved. Talking aboutdecisions that could have been made differently and thus mighthave changed the course of events, he adds: “Had we been betterprepared, peace might have been preserved ” (FSST). Reagan explainsthat they did all in their power to avoid being drawn into each ofthe wars. But the fact remains that they were badly prepared andtherefore couldn’t prevent any of them. Later on in his speech,Reagan uses another counterfactual talking about arms controlnegotiations with the Soviets. He adds how they managed topersuade the Russians to sit at the negotiating table and uses thiscounterfactual: “If there weren’t our planned deployments, theywouldn’t be there” (FSST) Therefore, he justifies their efforts whichbrought the Soviets to accept their offer to negotiate, and explainsthat without their wise moves, the situation would have probablytaken another direction.John F. Kennedy made a speech in 1963 called “Above groundnuclear testing”. Talking about relations between America andRussia, the heritage of the Second World War, Cold War and how itaffects all the countries, JFK continues by saying: “We must deal withthe world as it is, and not as it might have been had the history of the last18 years been different” (FSST). The fact is that history is not differ-ent; the world is as it is and everything else would be contrary tofacts.The following speech by Eleanor Roosevelt was held in 1936 atthe Columbia Library Association Diner. She emphasizes the impor-tance of libraries to people and the necessity for each state inAmerica to have them. Unfortunately, she explains, the situation isquite different and people are deprived of them and other socialand cultural events. She adds: “If I had to work six hours a day, I wouldnot know what to do myself” (FSST). She explains that a hypotheticalsituation of people having to work fewer hours would not bringthem any good. They would not have anything better to do sincethere are no libraries. The apodosis is quite surprising since morefree time should bring more opportunities, and therefore this kindof proposition is not what one would normally expect to hear afterthe hypothetical working hours made shorter. 
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The late Princess Diana has always been known by her humani-tarian work and kindness. In 1997 she held a speech aboutlandmines and their terrible aftermath in Angola and other coun-tries at war. She emphasizes that from all the landmines found inwar zones and countries that have come out of war, one third hasbeen found in Africa. Their consequences to civilians are tragic andfor those who somehow survive their injuries, they are life lasting.She then adds: “Even if the world decides tomorrow to ban these weap-ons, the terrible legacy of mines would continue to plague the poor nationsof the Globe” (FSST). Then she elaborates on it and proceeds bysaying that banning mines is quite unlikely to ever happen. Know-ing the reality as it is in today’s world, we can easily conclude thatindustrial production of weapons, including mines, will exist aslong as there are people. Hypothetically speaking, even if it doeshappen one day, we would normally expect that the world wouldthen be a better place and that the problem would no longer exist.Therefore, the late Princess Diana used a counterfactual to stateher opinion and describe the horrible consequences of mines everproduced.Ann Howard Shaw, a proclaimed republican, in 1915 talks of theimportance that women should be given the right to vote. In herspeech she explains that the so-called “suffragists” as herselfbelieve in the right of every human to have a voice in the govern-ment. Then she quotes an “anti-suffragist” view which opposes tothe request that women should have a right to vote with thesewords: “If they did have it, they would not use it” (FSST). This claimsounds rather strange, especially if we consider how persistent andhard the efforts of women to finally receive the right to vote were.But in 1915 there was a number of anti-suffragists fighting againstwomen’s right to vote, under the claim that even then, they wouldvote exactly as their husbands. Another interesting counterfactualexplaining this view is the following: “Even if we have no husbands,that would not affect the result because we would vote just as ourhusbands (which we do not have) would vote if we had one” (FSST).This counterfactual is obviously fantastic by its logic and a goodenough proof that counterfactuals present a powerful tool in polit-ical discourse, used by most politicians to convey various politicalmessages. CONCLUSION Turner and Fauconnier were the first to reveal the truth that liesbehind the fundamental cognitive activity known as conceptual
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blending and present a theory of mental spaces. They were the firstto ask the question how it was possible that such fundamentalcognitive operation as conceptual blending, common for infantsand adults alike, had stayed unrecognized for so long. Their theoryfinally brought the long expected answers to many scientific ques-tions in domains like psychology, logic, analogy, metaphor,linguistics etc. Considering everything previously said and paying attention tocounterfactual examples we have shown as a piece of a very richpolitical corpora, it is clear that in the real world it is not possibleto “rerun the tape of history” (Tetlock and Belkin,1996, p.37). But atthe same time, considering numerous examples of counterfactualthoughts used in world politics, they present suggestive evidencethat as a rhetorical tool they are very tempting. As soon as a politi-cian or a leader of a country wants to justify his/hers plans forsomething they intend to do or have already done, counterfactualsare available as the best possible choice. SUMMARY The ability of human beings to construct the unreal and mentallyconnect the incompatible domains has been scientifically proven.Undoing the reality and counterfactual reasoning is an integralpart of our everyday thinking. We are surrounded by blends,simple and unnoticeable and fantastic alike, from newspaper head-lines and television commercials, to political debates andcampaigns. Politicians produce a significant number of counterfactual prop-ositions in their political speeches. By using them they can justifyor criticize decisions which led to particular course of events,express their regret in connection to goal failures, or satisfactiondue to important accomplishments. As many scientists have already emphasized, the nature of coun-terfactuals is quite intricate and depends on the viewpoint that onetakes. Sometimes they are obvious and noticeable, but there arealso examples that are quite confusing. In order to point out howimportant it is to take considerable efforts in the study of counter-factuals, Turner and Fauconnier (2002, p. 31) quote the philosopherNelson Goodman: “The analysis of counterfactual conditionals is nofuzzy little grammatical exercise. Indeed, if we lack the means forinterpreting counterfactual conditionals, we can hardly claim tohave any adequate philosophy of science”
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The work of Turner and Fauconnier resulted in a theory aboutmental spaces and consequently brought the long awaited answersabout the nature of conceptual integration. Many scientific disci-plines such as psychology, logic and linguistics, have benefittedfrom their theory and have found answers to many scientific ques-tions in these fields. The examples of counterfactual thinking thatwe have considered in this paper, all point to the conclusion abouttheir importance and indispensability in politics and rhetoricsalike. This becomes particularly clear when it comes to decisonsmade by politicians and leaders which strongly influenced and ledto some major historical events. Since turning back the time is notan option, counterfactuals are a very effective tool for the justifica-tion of their earlier decisions. The problems counterfactuals pose are common and importantto philosophers, linguists, politicians, sociologists and other socialscientists. Counterfactual thinking seems to be everywhere aroundus and its nature and intricacy will continue to intrigue us in thefuture, as well as remain an important subject of scientific study.REFERENCES Byrne, R. (2002). Mental models and counterfactual thoughts about whatmight have been. Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Vol. 6, №10, 426–431.Fauconnier, G. and Turner, M. (2002). The way we think. Conceptual blending and
the mind’s hidden complexities. New York: Basic books.Fearon, D. J. (1991). Counterfactuals and hypothesis testing in political sci-ence. World Politics, Vol. 43, № 2, 169–195.Lakoff, G. (1987). Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things. What categories reveal about
the mind. Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press.Palmer, F.R. (2001). Mood and modality. Cambridge: Cambridge UniversityPress.Skyrms, B. (1991). Carnapian inductive logic for Markov chains. Erkenntnis,35, 439–460.Talmy, L. (2003). Toward a cognitive semantics. London and Cambridge: Massa-chusetts Institute of Technology.Tetlock, E.P. and Belkin, A. (1996). Counterfactual thought experiments in world
politics: logical, methodological and psychological perspectives. Princeton, NewJersey: Princeton University Press.Famous Speeches and Speech Topics. www.famous-speeches-and-speech-topics.info
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ЈЕЛЕНА Б. БАБИЋ АНТИЋДРАГАНА М. СПАСИЋУНИВЕРЗИТЕТ У ПРИШТИНИ СА ПРИВРЕМЕНИМ СЕДИШТЕМУ КОСОВСКОЈ МИТРОВИЦИ, ФИЛОЗОФСКИ ФАКУЛТЕТКАТЕДРА ЗА ЕНГЛЕСКИ ЈЕЗИК И КЊИЖЕВНОСТРЕЗИМЕ КОНТРАФАКТУАЛНО РАСУЂИВАЊЕ И ПОЈМОВНА ИНТЕГРАЦИЈА У ПОЛИТИЧКОМ ДИСКУРСУЉу`ска сdосоfносh за консhруисање нереалноo и dовезивањенесdојивих dојмова научно је `оказана. Анулирање реалносhи иконhрафакhуално закључивање dре`сhављају `ео нашеo свако`-невноo размишљања. Окружени смо fрен`овима, dросhим и не-dримеhним, као и фанhасhичним, dочевши о` наслова у новина-ма и hелевизијским рекламама, `о dолиhичких камdања и`еfаhа.Полиhичари dроизво`е знаhан fрој конhрафакhуалних исказау својим dолиhичким oоворима. Корисhећи њих, они моoуоdрав`аhи или криhиковаhи о`луке које су резулhирале о`ређе-ним `оoађајима, моoу исказаhи своје жаљење у вези са неосhва-реним циљевима или за`овољсhво усле` важних dосhиoнућа. Као шhо су мноoи научници исhакли, dриро`а конhрафакhуа-ла је dрилично нејасна и условљена је сhановишhем с коjeo се dо-смаhра. Нека`а је реч о конhрафакhуалима који су очиoле`ни иdримеhни, али dосhоје и dрилично зfуњујући dримери конhра-факhуала. Како fи исhакли значај улаoања у исhраживање кон-hрафакhуала, Тарнер и Фоконије (2002) циhирају филозофа Нел-сона Гу`мана: „Исhраживање конhрафакhуала није нејаснаoрамаhичка вежfица. Уколико нам не`осhају сре`сhва за hума-чење конhрафакhуалних кон`иционала, hешко је hвр`иhи `а за-dраво dосhоји а`екваhна филозофија науке.“Ра` Тарнера и Фоконијеа резулhирао је hеоријом о менhалнимdросhорима и сhоoа dону`ио ̀ уoо очекиване о`oоворе о dриро`иdојмовне инhеoрације. Мноoе научне `исциdлине dоdуh dсихо-лоoије, лоoике и линoвисhике, имале су корисhи о` њихове hео-рије и dронашле су о`oоворе на мноoа научна dиhања у овимоfласhима. Примери конhрафакhуалноo расуђивања које смоdре`сhавили у овом ра`у, сви уdућују на закључак о њиховомзначају и неоdхо`носhи у dолиhици и реhорици. То dосhаје јаснока`а је реч о о`лукама dолиhичара и ли`ера које су знаhно уhи-цале и `овеле `о важних исhоријских `оoађаја. Пошhо враћање
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време уназа` није моoуће, конhрафакhуали dре`сhављају веомаефикасно оруђе за оdрав`ање о`лука из dрошлосhи.Проfлем који dре`сhављају конhрафакhуали заје`нички је иважан филозофима, линoвисhима, dолиhичарима, социолозимаи `руoим научницима. Изoле`а `а је конhрафакhуално разми-шљање сву`а око нас hе ће нас њеoова dриро`а и заdлеhеносhинhриoираhи и уfу`уће и осhаhи важно dиhање научних исhра-живања. КЉУЧНЕ РЕЧИ: концеdhуална инhеoрација, инhеoрисање, конhрафакhуалноразмишљање, dолиhички `искурс.Овај чланак је оfјављен и `исhриfуира се dо` лиценцом Creative CommonsАуhорсhво-Некомерцијално Међунаро`на 4.0 (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).This paper is published and distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial International 4.0 licence (CC BY-NC 4.0 | https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).


